
Mini CPD review 
Writing For Pleasure Conference 

q  UKLA Membership – Sign up 
q  Introduce ‘free writing’ 

opportunities in school 
q  Give children more choice in what 

they write 
q  Explicitly teach the writing process 

(not linear, it is messy!)  
q  Ask children to collect when 

reading, then add to class display:  
q  Opening sentences 

q  Endings 
q  Favourite words, phrases and paragraphs 

 
 

People to follow: @MichaelRosenYes @PiersTorday @WritingRocks_17 @Lit4Pleasure�	@THE_UKLA @TheWritingWeb @GalwayMr 
Hashtags: #WritingRocks #WritingForPleasure #LiteracyForPleasure  

The Writing for Pleasure Manifesto by Phil Ferguson and Ross Young outlines 14 
interconnected principles which encapsulate the Writing for Pleasure philosophy 
and are steeped in research: 
1.  Creating a community of writers 
2.  Every child a writer (high expectations for all) 
3.  Reading, sharing and talking about writing 
4.  Purposeful and authentic writing projects 
5.  Explicitly teaching the writing processes 
6.  Scaffolding new learning and setting writing goals 
7.  Reassuring consistency (classroom organisation and routines) 
8.  Personal writing projects – writing every day 
9.  Balancing composition with transcription (SPaG in context) 
10.  Teach self-regulation strategies 
11.  Be a teacher writer who writes for and with pleasure 
12.  Pupil conferences – meet the pupils where they are 
13.  Literacy for pleasure – reading and writing connecting 
14.  Successful interconnection of the principles 

Michael Rosen’s ‘book talk’: 1.  Is there any part of that text you were moved by? Why that bit? (EMOTIONAL RESPONSE) 
2.  Is there any part that made you think of something that happened in your life (or the life of someone else)? (EXPERIENTIAL LINKS) 

3.  Is there anything that reminds you of anything you’ve seen or read (movie, book, poem)? (INTERTEXTUAL LINKS) 4.  Have you got any Q’s you’d like to ask of the author or characters? (ROLE PLAY) 
5.  ‘Secret Strings’ – can you find any parts of the text that ‘stick’ to another part? Can you find any connections? (COHESION) 

 

 
 

 

Key Resources: 
ü  Genre Booklets - Writing Rocks:

https://
literacyforpleasure.wordpress.com/

genre-booklets/ 

ü  Writing for Pleasure Manifesto

https://
literacyforpleasure.files.wordpress.co

m/2018/02/a-writing-for-pleasure-

manifesto.pdf  

ü  Research findings: 

Ø  https://
literacyforpleasure.wordpress.com/

2018/01/21/teaching-writing-research-

summaries-with-easy-access/  

 

Overall Message: 
To radically re-think the 

current culture of teaching 
writing in schools because 
there is a pressing need for 
us to enable young writers 
to write, both in school and 
out in the real world, with 

engagement, 
empowerment, 

effectiveness and, most 
importantly, with pleasure.  

Workshops: 
u  Writing Memoirs with Children with Ross Young and Phil Ferguson – Children are 

experts in their own lives and love writing memoirs. Genre booklets available on 
the website. Ideas – write your own and explain to the chn why you wrote it. Share 
the field (what the text will be about), the Tenor (your role as the writer) and the 
Mode (what it looks like). Start with discussions – see questions to ask yourself on 
the Memoirs genre booklet. Encourage children with lots of ideas to hone their 
focus by seeing the ‘pebble moment’ (one moment to write in detail about).  

u  Pupil Conferencing with Nicola Izibili - One of the 14 principles. Pupil conferences 
should be ‘mini-lessons’, not just feedback, to enable children to think about their 
writing and produce self-regulating writers. Top 6 tips: (1) Give children time to start 
writing before conferencing,     (2) Pull up a chair as they are writing (this shows 
you have time for them), (3) Always read their writing before saying anything, (4) 
Start with specific praise- must be meaningful/honest and explicit, “XXX is great 
because...”, (5) Respond to the child’s writing as a reader and (6) Focus on 
revising the text – keep it simple and don’t overload them with checklists. Do not 
write on their work. Do not re-write for them. Remind them of in-class strategies to 
use independently. Recording verbal feedback? Write one key word in the margin 
to remind them (and you) of the key focus e.g. vocab. All conferences should 
include two questions: “How’s it going?” and “was this conference helpful?”. Can 
be summed up with BE HELPFUL and BE KIND. Writing is personal. More about 
Conferencing here: 
https://literacyforpleasure.wordpress.com/2016/08/31/meeting-children-where-
they-are-using-pupil-conferencing/  

 
     Revising:     Editing: 
     Add – sentences/words/phrases   Capitals    
     Remove – unnecessary words   Usage (matching nouns + verbs etc.) 
     Move – change sentence placement   Punctuation 
     Substitute – exchange words/phrases   Spelling 
     (uplevelling)     Give children responsibility for editing 

3 Qs to be answered at the  
start of every writing project: 
1.  Why are we writing?	
2.  Who is it for? 
3.  Which genre would be 

best? 
All class writing projects should include: 
Ø  Distant goal (authentic purpose/audience) 
Ø  Product goals (what the writing will have to 

do to be successful) 
Ø  Process goals and ample time to negotiate 

the different writing processes (set deadlines) 


